CIRCULAR

Sub:- (i) Next Bidding for Type-I to IV.

(ii) Special assistance to applicants of Type-I visually disabled applicants by the Helpdesk at PWD Secretariat.

It is informed herewith that the next two bidding for Type-I, II, III and IV Govt. Quarters would be open simultaneously from 1st August to 15th August 2020 & 1st October to 15th October 2020 respectively. All interested applicants for Type-I, II, III and IV Govt. Quarters may therefore take note.

Special attention is invited for applicants of Type-I and the visually challenged applicants and any other applicants unable to bid on their own due to unfamiliarity with the bidding process that they would be extended assistance at the Helpdesk of the Secretariat to enable their participation in the bidding and help them exercise their choice of houses.

For any further assistance or information, kindly contact the Helpdesk at PWD at telephone 011-23392294.

(SHRI RAM)
Assistant Director (Policy)

To
All the Principal Secretaries/Secretaries/Heads of Department, Govt. of NCT of Delhi.
Copy to:-
1. SIO, NIC Delhi Unit, 3rd Level, B-Wing, Delhi Sectt., IP Estate, New Delhi
2. PPS to Pr. Secretary (PWD), Delhi Secretariat, New Delhi.
3. PS to Spl. Secretary (PWD) & Spl. Secretary (Works), Delhi Sectt., New Delhi
4. Dy. Secretary, Allotment, PWD, Delhi Secretariat, New Delhi.
5. All dealing assistant, Allotment, PWD, Delhi Secretariat, New Delhi.
6. Programme Assistant “A”, PWD for Uploading on the website of PWD.

(SHRI RAM)
Assistant Director (Policy)